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Introduction

Overview

The Sandia National Laboratories' (SNL) Nuclear Waste Management Program is pursuing for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) an option for permanently disposing radioactive waste in deep geologic repositories. Included in the Program are the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Project for U.S. defense program mixed waste (chemically hazardous materials and transuranic TRU radioactive waste — defined as elements heavier than Uranium containing more than 100 nanocuries/gram of alpha emitters with half-lives greater than 20 years), the Yucca Mountain Project (YMP) for spent power reactor fuel and vitrified high-level waste, projects for other waste types, and development efforts in environmental decision support technologies. WIPP and YMP are in the public arena, of a controversial nature, and provide significant management challenges. Both projects have large project teams, multiple organization participants, large budgets, long durations, are very complex, have a high degree of programmatic risk, and operate in an extremely regulated environment requiring legal defensibility. For environmental projects like these to succeed, SNL's Program is utilizing nearly all areas in PMI's Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) to manage along multiple project dimensions such as the physical sciences (e.g., geophysics and geochemistry; performance assessment; decision analysis), management sciences (controlling the triple constraint of performance, cost and schedule), and social sciences (belief systems; public participation; institutional politics). This discussion will focus primarily on communication challenges active on WIPP. "How is the WIPP team meeting the challenges of managing communications?" and "How are you approaching similar challenges?" will be questions for a dialog with the audience.

WIPP as a nuclear waste management project

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant is a multi-phase project with an estimated duration approaching 50 years and a total project cost approaching 9 Billion US$. The pursuit of a site for the repository culminated in 1975 with selection of underground bedded salt formations near Carlsbad, New Mexico. Public Law 96-164 (U.S. DOE National Security and Military Applications of Nuclear Energy Authorization Act of 1980) formally established the project. During siting, extensive surface-based testing was conducted to evaluate the site suitability, a repository appropriate to the conditions of the site was designed, and analyses were conducted to determine facility safety.

This phase ended with the publication of an environmental impact statement in 1980 and a decision to proceed with the next phase, site and preliminary design validation, during which two vertical shafts were constructed, an underground testing area was excavated, and various geologic and hydrologic experiments were conducted. The design validation was followed by further collection of site data and by the construction of above- and below-ground facilities. The surface facilities necessary to receive waste and considerable underground excavation were completed, including rooms for further experimentation and some rooms designed for eventual permanent waste emplacement.

The project currently is in what is termed the "pre-disposal" phase and is completing experiments and modeling required to submit a compliance certification application to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and other regulatory entities. Assuming WIPP is successfully certified, subsequent phases will involve transport and permanent emplacement of waste during the disposal phase (planned to begin in 1998), a closure phase for decontamination and decommissioning, and a post-closure phase during which the site will be actively monitored. WIPP’s final completion date for sealing the waste-filled repository may approach the year 2025.

DOE’s mission for WIPP is “to provide a technically, scientifically, and institutionally sound disposal decision recommendation to the Secretary of Energy based on a thorough evaluation of repository and system performance (including operational excellence, transportation, packaging, characterization, and certification), informed public participation, and institutional and regulatory acceptance.” An extended project team of over 900 people is comprised of DOE’s Carlsbad Area Office (CAO) and several major contractor participants, including Sandia National Laboratories (as Scientific Advisor), Westinghouse Waste Isolation Division (as Site Management and Operating Contractor), and the WIPP Technical Assistance Contractor, a consortium of companies providing administrative and management support. The team is split among three principal locations: the repository site (26 miles southeast of Carlsbad), the city of Carlsbad, and Albuquerque, New Mexico (285 miles from Carlsbad).

Major WIPP communication challenges

Communication challenges for a project of this size and complexity are extensive, including:
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Establishing technical, cost, and schedule baselines which all project team participants endorse
Managing information for volumes of compliance related documentation, (database linking, document control, records management, appropriately rigorous quality assurance)
Designing a full suite of project planning and status reporting systems and tools (e.g., work breakdown structure, work packages, logic-linked resource-loaded schedules, configuration management system)
Communicating within and between various "layers" of a geographically distributed project team (electronic networking, file transfers, video-teleconferencing, scheduling and management of a multitude of meetings and reviews)
Implementing DOE's public participation program to ensure that "public participation is a fundamental component in program operations, planning activities, and decision-making." The "public" includes technical oversight groups and the academic community, regulators, lay-level parties, and groups with a vested interest (either pro or con)
Evaluating, executing, and communicating programmatic decision analysis methods which consider participants' viewpoints for work scope prioritization and decision making
Communicating risk, managing perception and image, and controlling rumor mill and "damage" in a project regularly in the public limelight.

This paper will focus on three of these likely to be of common interest to other environmental projects, namely: "classical" project management communications (in the management science dimension), programmatic decision-making (physical science), and public group and regulator interactions (social science).

"Classical" project management communication

Challenge: How do you share dynamically-changing information among geographically separated team members? Approach: Electronic networking within a distributed project team

WIPP has over 100 Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) elements. Until recently, the process of accumulating data related to scope, cost, and schedule for these elements was performed manually and has proven to be time consuming and labor intensive. Task leaders developed estimates in their individual formats (using tools like Microsoft Word, WordPerfect, Excel, etc.); budget specialists then input the submitted information into a database such as FoxPro.

With the introduction of Local Area Networks and Windows-based applications, electronic networking has been used to alleviate much duplication of effort. Employing Graphical User Interface technology, a network tool was developed which used a "point and click" capability to enable a menu-driven, user-friendly system much more efficient in collecting and processing project planning information. This system allowed an easy and straightforward way of updating work scope, schedule, and cost baselines as different funding scenarios were being developed. The planning requirements Sandia faced were:

- Short time fuses — 4 weeks for initial fiscal year budget scenario development and typically 4 days for responding to differing DOE budget cases
- System which interfaced with both IBM/PC and Macintosh platforms
- Capability for real-time, on-line reporting
- Capability for word processing features (spell checking, formatting, etc.)

The network planning tool provided a transparent interface wherein task leaders in separate functional organizations and sites could make changes for different planning scenarios quickly, with no subsequent re-keying or manipulation of information required by project administrative staff. Without this network planning tool, rapid-turnaround, multiple-scenario planning would have taken much longer, cooperation of the technical staff would have been much lower, and quality of the plans would have been inferior.

In concert with network-based planning tools, SNL's WIPP Project Team has implemented a common electronic calendar for scheduling project-level events, videoteleconferencing capabilities between the major project team locations, and extensive email and file transfer capability to reduce communication transit time and rework of documentation.

Programmatic decision-making communication

Challenge: How do you explain waste repository behavior predicted for 10,000 years in an understandable way? Approach: Use Performance Assessment as a method of communicating safety and regulatory compliance

Performance Assessment (PA) is a quantitative, probabilistic process for assessment of risks that is used in analyzing the ability of the WIPP disposal system to comply with select regulatory requirements related to long-term performance. For WIPP, PA is used to estimate the cumulative releases of radionuclides and the associated uncertainties of the calculations. PA is also used to estimate releases of Resource and Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA)-regulated wastes.

Using laboratory and field data (and in some cases input from formal expert elicitations, published technical literature, and handbook values), computer models are formulated to estimate the behavior of and physical changes in the WIPP repository and the geologic features that surround it. These estimates are an assessment of the performance of the repository. A complete assessment:
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Develops conceptual models of physical and chemical processes through interpretation of data and professional judgments by scientific staff, and communicates these models to PA numerical modelers and analysts.

Identifies the features, events, and processes (FEP's) that might affect the disposal system.

Examines the effects of these FEP's on the performance of the disposal system.

Estimates the cumulative releases of contaminants, considering the associated uncertainties, caused by all significant FEP's.

Compares the releases to the applicable EPA Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) to determine whether or not the predicted repository behavior violates the regulations.

Three parallel developmental stages are fundamental to the PA methodology for WIPP:

- Identifying those future events that may have a significant effect on repository performance (and "screening out" defensibly all other scenarios that have little or no effect)
- Acquiring a database and developing numerical models capable of simulating repository performance
- Developing a procedure to assess compliance with the regulatory requirements

For evaluating compliance with quantitative requirements of applicable long-term radioactive waste regulations, the results of performance assessment (PA) predictions are combined in a graphical form that can be compared with the release limits given in 40 CFR 191 Appendix A Table 1. The graphical form of PA results is a complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF). When a CCDF is graphed together with the normalized release limits, the probability that WIPP releases will exceed the regulatory release limits can be determined directly from the graph.

A CCDF typically includes uncertainty in both model parameter values and in future events and processes that may influence release from the repository (although at the WIPP site, human intrusion by drilling is considered the only future event that might lead to release). Uncertainty in future events is typically incorporated into WIPP CCDF's using random sampling. Parameter distributions are sampled by Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS), and random (Monte Carlo) sampling is used to create possible drilling histories for the WIPP area.

CCDF plots typically are constructed as follows. Probabilistic distribution functions are assigned to important repository performance parameters, and those distributions are statistically sampled to ensure that all possible values, including extreme outliers, are properly represented. Performance is simulated using the selected parameter values, and for evaluating compliance, each resulting set of release values is weighted by the probability that the scenario simulated by that set will occur. Representative scenarios are simulated repeatedly, and the final composite plot reflects in a fairly easy to view graphical format the probabilistically predicted overall disposal system performance. Multiple plots can be superimposed to examine multiple conceptual models of repository behavior. While this modeling method is recommended by the EPA's Code of Federal Regulations for demonstrating regulatory compliance, it remains a continuing challenge for PA's practitioners to explain fully and credibly its subtleties, assumptions, uncertainties, and limitations to any but highly technically experienced public and oversight groups.

**Challenge:** How do you communicate to build consensus for making decisions on work scope priorities in a highly complex, coupled system?

**Approach:** Develop an analysis tool for aiding decision making

In March 1994, Sandia embarked on an effort to create a new decision-aiding analysis tool called the System Prioritization Method (SPM). Such a tool is useful and perhaps even necessary for balancing environmental (and other) project triple constraints, wherein:

- The schedule is aggressive
- Resources are constrained
- Work scope for completion is ill-defined
- Linkage of WBS elements to compliance demonstration requirements are not rigorously mapped
- Work scope prioritization and down-selection decisions are required to accommodate work scope changes (scope "creep"), and making these decisions based upon information (rather than intuition or seat-of-the-pants) requires processing of massive amounts of data, models, calculations, and "what-if" scenarios.

This tool is intended to define what might be the most viable combination of "activities", including scientific investigations, Engineering Alternatives (EA), and Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC) for supporting the final WIPP compliance application. Each activity has an associated cost, duration, two or more predicted outcomes, and a probability of occurrence for each predicted outcome.

A scientific investigation can be any logical combination of scientific subtasks and could, for example, include a number of field, lab, and modeling components. Scientific tasks can also include novel analyses, bounding calculations, or literature searches to document technical positions. Engineered Alternatives represent specific engineering design modifications of either the WIPP facility or waste forms that could be implemented to improve the performance of the disposal system and help assure its ability to comply with regulatory performance requirements. Waste Acceptance Criteria represent constraints on the specific type, form, or quantity of radioactive, hazardous, or non-regulated...
material to be considered for disposal at WIPP. These constraints could be implemented to improve the performance of the disposal system.

The SPM process calculates the probabilities of certain sets of activities demonstrating compliance with portions of the regulations that apply to permanent disposal of radioactive wastes and RCRA-listed hazardous materials. SPM provides results in the form of a decision matrix to identify high likelihood of success, cost- and schedule-effective programmatic paths. For this particular WIPP application, SPM had eight key steps:

1. Development of a technical baseline
2. Specification of the SPM compliance indicator (CI), a binary measure (i.e. either 1 or 0) of whether the WIPP disposal system is predicted to succeed or fail in meeting the selected performance requirements (although some studies were performed to examine the effect of continuous rather than binary indicators)
3. Evaluation of the baseline CI for the WIPP disposal system using models and data from the technical baseline
4. Identification of activities available to the WIPP project that if implemented would have the potential to impact the system's CI
5. Elicitation of information from the project about what might evolve if specific activities are implemented (potential outcomes)
6. Evaluation of the performance of the disposal system using the potential outcomes of the activities and combinations of activities (activity sets)
7. Execution of a decision analysis and the creation of a decision matrix
8. Implementation of selected activities.

These steps are iterated as necessary until baseline calculations indicate compliance. Once this occurs, the preparation of a formal PA for regulatory compliance demonstration purposes can begin.

A prototype iteration of SPM (SPM-1) was completed in September, 1994. It served as a benchmark and test bed for developing tools needed for a second iteration (SPM-2). SPM-2 was completed in March, 1995 and is aiding in programmatic selection of efforts most closely linked to compliance demonstration.

As a starting point for establishing a baseline, SPM-2 developed position papers on technical and scientific issues or key modeling methods and presented them for review and comment to WIPP project public and oversight groups and regulators as part of WIPP's public participation program. Interdisciplinary teams that formed for both the technical position papers and for defining the SPM-2 baseline also provided a major portion of information on activities considered in SPM-2, and were elicited (by external facilitators) for the outcomes of those activities.

SPM uses Performance Assessment (PA) computer codes to generate mean CCDF's and RCRA contaminant concentrations to estimate the probability that an activity will contribute to the ability of the WIPP program to demonstrate compliance with regulatory criteria. This probability for demonstrating compliance (PDC) is the quantitative probability that, if the activity set is completed, the resulting design and information base for WIPP would be sufficient to demonstrate compliance with selected portions of the regulations. PDC, activity cost, and duration for each SPM programmatic option (activity) comprises an SPM decision matrix.

SPM-2 analyses looked at over 600,000 possible activity sets. Many of the analyzed activities had no impact on the CI, which subsequently allowed them to be removed from the decision matrix, and reduced the number of activity sets to roughly 46,700. Because each activity set had multiple outcomes, the number of CCDF's needed to complete the SPM-2 analysis was roughly 1,350,000. A CD-ROM containing just under 200 megabytes of information, including the decision matrix and software tools for analysis, post-processing, and graphical display, was distributed to the DOE and public groups to assist them in understanding all SPM-2 information and the rationale for subsequent decisions. A key attribute of this CD-ROM is the capability of its software to search for and track terms, technical issues, assumptions, and concepts across all references supporting SPM-2 and in appropriate sections of the regulatory criteria (which are included on the CD-ROM).

SPM-2 successfully demonstrated a number of concepts, such as:

- Created a program element decision matrix that aids in the identification of lowest cost, lowest risk, shortest paths towards compliance
- Provided a single, high-information-density reference source (CD-ROM-based) containing conceptual models, calculations, assumptions, compromises, sensitivities and uncertainties, and the leverage each program element has on the compliance demonstration argument
- Brought project participants and public groups together in defining relevant issues to be addressed in a compliance application
- Developed user-friendly visualization tools allowing public groups to study large decision matrices
- Performed analyses showing the contribution of major WIPP activities, including EA's and WAC's, towards a successful demonstration of compliance with selected EPA long-term performance regulations.
Public group/regulator communication

Challenge: How do public groups form opinions about safety and risk of environmental projects? Approach: Research what opinions about technical credibility are based upon in various domains.

Successful performance assessment involves not only accumulation and organization of scientific information about how well a facility (like WIPP) will contain wastes, but requires that the credibility of the assessment be retained in the following "domains": scientific (e.g., National Academy of Sciences review panels, academic community technical experts), regulatory (EPA, state environment department), and public (both lay public and groups with a vested interest in nuclear waste). Failure to achieve and retain credibility in any of these domains results in a high probability of failure of the performance assessment effort.

Sandia has partnered with the Institute for Public Policy at the University of New Mexico to perform a series of studies of how technical information about WIPP's performance and regulatory compliance is understood and evaluated in various domains. These studies consider the roles of both the social and physical sciences in the regulatory compliance process. The focus of the study is on three major tasks:

1. Evaluation of how members of the public receive, understand, and utilize WIPP information. Assess:
   - Current sources and content of WIPP information
   - Effectiveness of alternative information sources
   - Effectiveness of alternative approaches to providing WIPP information.

2. Evaluation of Sandia patterns of communication with public groups:
   - Views of the public substantially affect Sandia's communication with those groups
   - Views of the public about safety can be understood as "implicit theories" that are often at substantial variance with those held by technical experts
   - Understanding how Sandia scientific staff and spokespersons view the public is necessary to develop training for more effective communication, and for critical examination of Sandia's own "implicit theories" of appropriate performance assessment.

3. Development of an understanding of how PA takes place in the regulatory and political process:
   - Develop an understanding of how scientific uncertainty is used in PA's conducted for controversial policy initiatives (like WIPP)
   - Understanding of ways in which regulatory agencies and public interest groups affect the conduct of PA's
   - Assess ways in which a scientific research organization can best respond to current and future PA needs.

From the public perspective, the WIPP PA amounts to a set of scientific claims about the acceptability of risks associated with the facility. Claims about the safety of WIPP are made by many sources, and range from apocalyptic damage to perfect containment. When assessing such claims in a WIPP-specific survey that sampled 1200 New Mexico citizens and another 600 U.S. citizens, a large fraction of the public (both NM and nation-wide) were found to be remarkably sophisticated at filtering and weighting the scientific and technical information that they receive.

Among the more important findings of the survey are that members of the public are able to make quite reasonable guesses about what kinds of positions on the risks of nuclear waste disposal will be taken by scientists from differing organizations. Respondents in the survey were asked to indicate whether statements made about opening a nuclear waste storage/disposal facility by a diverse set of 'experts' would likely be (a) biased in favor of opening the facility, (b) neutral and unbiased, or (c) biased against opening the facility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scientist's Organization</th>
<th>Favor</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Against</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nat. Academy of Sciences</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Laboratory</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. EPA</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. DOE</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nat. Environmental Group</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Contractor</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE A. PERCEIVED BIAS TOWARD OPENING A NUCLEAR WASTE FACILITY BY TYPE OF SCIENTIFIC EXPERT

As shown in Table A, National Academy scientists were expected to be the most "neutral", and private contractors the least neutral. (As used here, the term "private contractor" refers to a [typically] for-profit company hired by the DOE to perform the role of site owner-operator or managing and operating contractor.) Scientists working for private contractors, the DOE, and national laboratories (including Sandia) were perceived to be likely to make statements biased in favor of opening a nuclear waste facility, while those working for environmental groups and the EPA were seen to be likely to make statements biased against opening such a facility.

A second important finding is that, in assessing the credibility of scientific claims about the safety of a nuclear waste facility, members of the public place great emphasis on the independence of scientists from those who fund the research. For example, the survey respondents were asked whether they strongly agreed, agreed, disagreed, or strongly disagreed with the following statement: "For scientists to do unbiased work, they must have independence from whoever funds the research." The response pattern is shown in Table B.
Both the national and NM survey respondents tended to agree or agree strongly with the statement. In addition, majorities in both samples agreed or agreed strongly with the statement that "scientists are likely to give the answers that are preferred by whoever pays them." It is clear that there is significant skepticism about funded research, and that the credibility of PA results is likely to be affected by perceptions of the degree to which the funding agency (in the WIPP Project's case, the DOE) is believed to interfere with the way in which the PA scientists and those providing technical inputs into PA go about their work.

A third finding of import for credibility of PA results concerns the ways in which prior expectations about the positions (or biases) of scientists from different organizations affects the ways in which members of the public weigh (and utilize) information that comes from these scientists. When lay citizens hear scientific claims about the safety of WIPP, the credence given those claims is dependent on their perceptions of the biases of the scientist making the claim and the difference between the citizens' prior beliefs about safety and the claims made by the scientist. If the scientist is perceived to be biased in favor of opening WIPP, citizens tend to give greatest weight to scientific claims that suggest that risks are greater than they had previously believed. Thus, the stronger and more wide-spread the public perception that a scientist (or their organization) is biased in favor of opening a nuclear waste facility, the less likely it is that the public will believe claims from that scientist that the risks posed by the facility are smaller than had been previously believed.

What has historically made Sandia's PA different from other claims about WIPP safety is that the public has tended to perceive Sandia to have a relatively high degree of scientific independence and competence, and to be relatively unbiased on the matter of whether WIPP is sufficiently safe to open. As shown above in Table A, Sandia scientists rank second only to National Academy scientists in perceived neutrality. This gives Sandia scientists a greater base of credibility with the public than is true of other sources of scientific claims about the safety of WIPP, including scientists from DOE, environmental groups, private contractors, and even the EPA. Other survey results show that the relative credibility of Sandia scientists tends to be largest among those members of the public who are presently not committed for or against opening WIPP. How successful the WIPP project is at preserving this relative advantage for Sandia will depend, in part, on Sandia's ability to maintain a degree of credible scientific independence from federal sponsors in providing PA results.

A more general survey on beliefs associated with risks of nuclear waste management and WIPP presents other concepts on how to communicate risk to various public group domains. Some conclusions are:

- Public groups who perceive themselves to be knowledgeable about WIPP tend to express greater support for opening the facility.
- When considering options for defense program transuranic waste disposal (i.e., leave it where it is now, ship it to WIPP, or find an alternative site), a plurality of survey respondents in Idaho and New Mexico support sending wastes to WIPP. In addition, the greater the self-rated knowledge about WIPP, the greater the support for shipping wastes to WIPP.
- While radioactive wastes are indeed seen as risky, members of the public can and do make distinctions among the relative levels of risk that result from different kinds of policies for managing those wastes.

In response to some of these observations, a modified method of measuring public group opinions is being developed. In the past, members of focus groups were asked to share their perceptions of a problem such as transportation, storage, or disposal of nuclear waste. At recent group sessions, at the conclusion of the formal session, participants were given the opportunity to ask questions of one or more technical experts on radiation, nuclear waste management, and the WIPP facility expressing topics of interest or concern to them. In part, the results of these sessions will permit Sandians to learn about concepts that members of the public deem important for understanding the safety of WIPP. This kind of learning is critical if the technical community is to conduct performance assessment that can bridge the gap between public and expert understandings of the risks associated with radioactive materials. At the same time, observations from these focus group sessions will be made on differing methods for providing scientific information to the public about issues which may have a significant non-technical component. Assessments will be made on the impacts of methods and information in changes that may occur in the public's opinions of risk.

**Challenge: How do you manage involvement in your project of various public groups? Approach: Base interactions upon an active public participation program**

There are upwards of a dozen oversight groups and another two dozen recognized local, national, tribal, institutional, and international public groups with interests in the process by which WIPP decisions are made and the impacts of those decisions. A Stakeholder Outreach Strategic Plan, written by the DOE/CAO, "supports a
new paradigm of shifting from secrecy required by the nuclear weapons program to emphasis on gaining public trust in DOE’s activities. A decision whether or not to open WIPP for permanent disposal of waste encompasses not only technical and scientific concerns but also a balance among technical, regulatory, and political and public policy issues and concerns raised by local, national, institutional, tribal, and international public groups. Some WIPP public group concerns and needs identified by the DOE include:

1. Public group issues might contribute to schedule delay or preclude WIPP’s opening
   - Concerns about the potential safety and environmental impacts that could result from geologic disposal of radioactive waste
   - Concerns about waste transportation accidents and the potential for release of radioactive and hazardous materials to the environment
   - Concerns that the DOE will evade regulations
   - Concerns that the DOE does not recognize tribal issues
   - Concerns about government inefficiency
   - Concerns about nuclear proliferation
   - Concerns about a highly aggressive project schedule
2. Public officials require current, accurate information to participate effectively in decisions affecting WIPP activities. These key decision makers must be responsive to the issues of their broad-based constituents
3. Some potentially affected public groups have limited or no information about WIPP; others do not see its relevance to their needs. Issues include:
   - Lack of public knowledge about the project
   - Differing priorities
Some public group outreach goals being pursued by DOE to address WIPP project concerns are to:
   - Develop and enhance relationships with other federal offices in New Mexico to improve coordination on shared issues, including land use management, transportation, waste management, public health and safety, and environmental protection
   - Encourage and facilitate broad public participation in planning and decision-making processes
   - Enhance awareness of concerns, needs, and cultural practices of the sovereign tribal nations
   - Foster international exchange and support

Summary

Guiding the multi-year, multi-billion dollar, multi-participant, somewhat contentious WIPP radioactive waste project to a successful conclusion provides the opportunity to experience nearly all aspects of communication planning, information distribution, progress reporting, and administrative closure elements as outlined in PMI’s PMBOK. The project currently is preparing for its submittal of formal regulatory documents to the EPA and state of New Mexico targeted for late 1996, and is planning and distributing information using a number of approaches, some of which are described in this paper. While ongoing for some time, progress reporting will occur in earnest as feedback on the credibility and completeness of WIPP’s compliance argument is generated by regulatory and public communities. Communications management in the legal arena of the regulator is a next major step on the horizon. Administrative closure will await the outcome of the regulators’ and public’s assessments of what was communicated and how effectively it was delivered.
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